
Meetings & Events



Welcome to The Gore

Historic, unique and magical, The Gore London is an
authentic English boutique hotel combining the familiar
intimacy of a London club with the impeccable service of a
grand hotel.

Located in the heart of Kensington, just a stone’s throw
from The Royal Albert Hall and Hyde Park, the unique
hotel has been providing guests with understated elegance
and charming service for over a century.

Today, these qualities are charged with fresh energy as our
restaurant, 190 Queen’s Gate, and the legendary Bar 190
bring both delights and memorable moments to any stay
or event.
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Perfect for…

The Library

Opulent dinner parties and special business events

The Library is an exquisitely elegant setting with the grand
yet homely atmosphere of a stately English home.

Spacious, luxurious and cosy, with plush sofas and
comfortable armchairs, it’s flooded with daylight through
three large sash windows. The grand mahogany bookcase,
intriguing oil portraits and original ornate fireplace make
this a unique, charming space for an intimate function.

Boardroom
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Cabaret
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Grand weddings and important networking functions

The Tapestry Room

Perfect for…

A sweeping staircase from Bar 190 leads down to the
impressive Tapestry Room, where the Rolling Stones
famously decided to host the party for the launch of
“Beggars Banquet”.

Flanked by two vast stone fireplaces, it is replete with
panelled walls, gilded mirrors and French Verdure
tapestries and features a unique Victorian-style sofa. It can
be connected to the adjoining Mulberry Room for larger
events.

Boardroom
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The Mulberry Room

Private business meetings and intimate drinks gatherings

Perfect for…

Adjacent to the Tapestry Room sits the cosy Mulberry
Room, a smaller venue yet equally as enchanting for
intimate events.

The warm sophistication of the forest green wood
panelling and the natural light, filtering through the three
large sash windows adorned with crimson velvet curtains,
infuse The Mulberry Room with a distinctively opulent
charm.

Reception

30

Classroom

30

Boardroom

16
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10
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Bar 190

Extravagant celebrations or unique drinks receptions

Perfect for…

Bar 190 is the iconic bar of Rock ‘n’ Roll history, and is a
regular venue for famed musicians and celebrities alike.

Original Victorian wooden panelling and lavish furnishings
dominate the bar, and photos of the famous Rolling Stones
album launch party decorate its walls. Tucked away on the
ground floor of the hotel, there is a distinctly glamorous
yet informal feel to the space.

Reception

50
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190 Queen’s Gate

Large private celebrations or cosy, intimate dinners

Perfect for…

Across from Bar 190 sits 190 Queen’s Gate, The Gore
London’s restaurant with a sophisticated yet relaxing
atmosphere.

Intriguing artworks and gilded mirrors cover the dark
green walls, generating an alluring charm in the refined
space. The spacious venue can host a range of seating
configurations, with space for up to 40 guests.

11

Banqueting

40
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The Tudor Suite

Originally known as the Elizabethan Room, the suite
opened in 1953 amid the Tudor revival fascination of the
mid-19th century. In its heyday, extravagant feasts and
parties hosting 400 people a night filled the three original
rooms in an atmosphere redolent of the 16th century.

What is now The Tudor Suite, and the one room that still
remains, features the original minstrels’ gallery, a high
oak-beamed ceiling and a grand Portland stone fireplace.

Magnificent drinks gatherings or special dinner parties

Perfect for…

Banqueting

10

Reception

15
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Chef Frederick Forster

Former National Chef of the Year, Frederick Forster,
presides as Head Chef at The Gore London’s restaurant,
190 Queen's Gate.

Having trained under Pierre Gagnaire as a Roux Scholar
before receiving numerous awards including Chef of the
Year 2011 and Master of Culinary Arts 2013, Frederick is
also known for his professional appearances on TV. His
experience has shaped his style to highlight fresh and
seasonal English produce cooked simply and elegantly.

190 Queen’s Gate combines the English culinary tradition
with contemporary flavours to offer a modern dining
experience. Just around the corner from the Royal Albert
Hall, such an authentic English restaurant is the perfect
place to enjoy a pre-theatre dinner before the curtain rises
on stage.
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Accommodation

All of The Gore's 50 lavishly appointed rooms and suites
are individually furnished, creating a distinctive
atmosphere that makes each one truly unique.

They are each furnished with sophisticated elegance and a
keen eye for detail, with beautiful antiques, period
artworks and ornately decorated beds. In harmony with
the hotel's distinguished charm, all the rooms offer every
possible comfort and discreetly integrate the latest
technology.

Book your stay
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T: +44 (0) 20 7584 6601

E: eventslondon@starhotels.com

Discover the perfect venue for your meeting or special 
occasion in the historical setting of The Gore London. 

For further information and a personalised proposal, 
please contact our Events team. We would be delighted to 

help plan your event.
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https://collezione.starhotels.com/en/our-hotels/the-gore-london/
https://www.facebook.com/TheGoreLondon
https://www.facebook.com/TheGoreLondon
https://www.instagram.com/thegorelondon/
https://www.instagram.com/thegorelondon/

